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There is currently much interest in the development of improved trajectory-based methods for the simulation
of nonadiabatic processes in complex systems. An important goal for such methods is the accurate calculation
of the rate constant over a wide range of electronic coupling strengths and it is often the nonadiabatic, weak-
coupling limit, which being far from the Born-Oppenheimer regime, provides the greatest challenge to current
methods. We show that in this limit there is an inherent sign problem impeding further development which
originates from the use of the usual quantum flux correlation functions, which can be very oscillatory at
short times. From linear response theory, we derive a modified flux correlation function for the calculation
of nonadiabatic reaction rates, which still rigorously gives the correct result in the long-time limit regardless
of electronic coupling strength, but unlike the usual formalism is not oscillatory in the weak-coupling regime.
In particular, a trajectory simulation of the modified correlation function is naturally initialized in a region
localized about the crossing of the potential energy surfaces. In the weak-coupling limit, a simple link can be
found between the dynamics initialized from this transition-state region and an generalized quantum golden-
rule transition-state theory, which is equivalent to Marcus theory in the classical harmonic limit. This new
correlation function formalism thus provides a platform on which a wide variety of dynamical simulation
methods can be built aiding the development of accurate nonadiabatic rate theories applicable to complex
systems.
PACS numbers: 82.20.Db, 82.20.Gk 82.20.Sb, 82.20.Xr
I. INTRODUCTION
The simulation of electronically nonadiabatic dynam-
ics in complex molecular systems poses a significant chal-
lenge to current techniques in theoretical chemistry.1
These dynamics describe the motion of nuclei in sys-
tems in which the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is
not valid. This could occur for instance at a conical in-
tersection between two electronic states,2,3 or as we con-
sider here, near an avoided crossing.4 In the latter case,
the nonadiabatic limit is of special interest, in which the
electronic coupling, here referred to as ∆, is weak.
A wide variety of methods have been proposed for per-
forming nonadiabatic dynamics either numerically ex-
actly or with varying degrees of approximation.4 How-
ever, the only systems amenable to exact calculations
have either very few degrees of freedom or are model
Hamiltonians such as the spin-boson model of electron
transfer in the condensed phase, which is defined as a
two-level system coupled linearly to a bath of harmonic
oscillators.5 Although an exact closed-form expression for
the rate constant of this system is not known, approxi-
mate expressions have been formulated by assuming the
separability of a reaction coordinate which bridge the
various regimes,6 and otherwise difficult numerical cal-
culations can be made practical by exploiting its simple
harmonic form.7
a)Electronic mail: jeremy.richardson@fau.de
The treatment of discrete electronic states is natu-
rally described by exact quantum dynamical methods,
which differ very little from their Born-Oppenheimer
equivalents. Such methods, which have been applied
for instance to the spin-boson model, include hybrid ap-
proaches which split the system into a small quantum
core and large classical reservoir,8 and the multilayer
multiconfigurational time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH)
method,9,10 which treats all degrees of freedom quan-
tum mechanically. It is also possible to utilize real-time
path-integral approaches11–13 to compute the dynamics
of system-bath models, where the influence of the har-
monic bath can be formally integrated out analytically.
It is not always necessary to calculate the time evo-
lution of the system explicitly in order to obtain the
nonadiabatic rate constant. An important example is
the golden-rule approach14 which employs an approx-
imation valid only in the ∆ → 0 limit and gives a
rate proportional to ∆2. The standard formula, given
in Eq. (21), relies on the complete solution of reactant
and product states and is thus not directly applicable to
complex systems, by which we mean systems for which
this set of states are not computable. Application to
systems of interest is only possible after an approxi-
mation is made that the potential energy surfaces are
harmonic with normal modes independent of electronic
state.15 A quantum golden-rule formula has been de-
rived in the case of the spin-boson model,7 which can
be written in closed form only after applying an approx-
imate stationary-phase integral.16 The celebrated theory
of Marcus17 for the rate of electron transfer in the con-
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2densed phase18 can be derived from this result in the
classical limit and is therefore also known as the classical
golden-rule rate. One of the most significant predictions
of the theory was the “inverted regime”, in which the
rate of electron transfer in strongly exothermic systems
decreases with increasing exothermicity, and which was
later confirmed by experiment.19 We note that the Mar-
cus theory rate is exact in the golden-rule limit for a
spin-boson system with classical nuclei, i.e. with heavy
masses, and thus provides a benchmark against which
nonadiabatic dynamical methods can be tested in this
limit.
For complex systems, a procedure commonly followed
is to write the golden-rule rate as a time-correlation func-
tion of the energy gap between the diabatic states. This is
then approximately computed using classical trajectories
which evolve on a single surface given by an interpolated
average of the diabatic potentials and should thus not
be considered as a simulation of the true dynamics but
rather as a sampling procedure for estimating the rate
constant. The results are not unique due to a depen-
dence of the choice of propagating Hamiltonian and an
associated quantum correction factor.20,21
A generalization of the golden-rule approach to com-
pute the rate approximately using statistical mechanics,
instead of explicitly solving for the states or performing
time-propagations, was proposed by Wolynes22 using a
semiclassical approximation to an analytic continuation
of the flux-flux correlation function. This gave a nona-
diabatic free-energy approach which can be computed
numerically using imaginary-time path integral Monte
Carlo and is therefore applicable to complex systems.
The formalism was rederived by Cao and Voth23 from
a nonadiabatic generalization of the ImF method24 and
has been employed in a number of studies of electron
transfer in the condensed phase.16,25 The method re-
quires locating a stationary point of the free energy as
a function of imaginary time β′h¯ about which a steepest-
descent imaginary-time integration is performed. There
would however be a problem with this approach in the
Marcus inverted regime where the stationary point falls
outside the interval [0, βh¯] and thus has no meaning for
path integrals of period βh¯. We also note that due to
the steepest-descent time integration, the result is not in
general exactly equal to the quantum golden-rule rate,
although it may be a good approximation in many cases
outside the inverted regime.
A nonadiabatic theory based on imaginary-time path-
integral sampling has also been formulated26 which at-
tempts to give the rate constant over the whole range
of the electronic coupling ∆. However, in order to en-
sure the correct ∆2 behaviour in the golden-rule limit,
an ad hoc modification of the barrier height was made.
The method is not valid for biased systems, and even in
the classical limit, does not strictly reduce to the Marcus
theory rate for a symmetric system.
In this work, we present an alternative formulation
of the golden-rule rate in terms of statistical mechani-
cal quantities which differs from previous approaches and
may be a good starting point for the development of a
new path-integral golden-rule method applicable to com-
plex systems. We show that the new formulation reduces
to the Marcus theory rate constant in the classical limit
even in the strongly biased inverted regime. We argue
that it is a type of transition-state theory (TST) and
show how it is related to dynamical methods.
We now turn to approximate dynamical methods based
on nonadiabatic trajectory simulations, which are in-
tended to be interpreted as real-time dynamics. An ap-
proximate nonadiabatic rate constant can formally be de-
fined in terms of correlation functions computed using the
dynamics.27 Such approaches are naturally applicable to
complex systems, but an accurate description of the cou-
pling between nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom
causes a significant challenge to theory.4
The difficulty posed for simulation of nonadiabatic dy-
namics can be clearly understood by contrasting with
the conceptually straightforward case of adiabatic dy-
namics on a single Born-Oppenheimer surface. In this
case, classical Newtonian dynamics are derived from a
rigorous heavy-mass limit of quantum mechanics allow-
ing the system to be treated by a molecular dynamics
trajectory simulation, which is far less computationally
demanding than approaches based on nuclear wave func-
tions and also has the advantage that it can be combined
with an on-the-fly calculation of the potential. Due to
the inherently quantum nature of the discrete electronic
states, no such classical limit exists for nonadiabatic dy-
namics even in this deceptively simple heavy-mass limit.
The most commonly employed trajectory method is
the surface hopping approach of Tully28 in which nu-
clei evolve classically on one of the adiabatic poten-
tial energy surfaces with hops between states performed
randomly according to a particular algorithm. Many
forms exist to determine when the hops should take place
and to deal with the energy conservation problem that
arises upon instantaneously changing the potential en-
ergy of the system. A significant failure of the standard
implementation28 in the context of this work is that rates
do not obey the correct ∆2 dependence in the golden-rule
limit.29 However, the method is simple to perform and
to couple with on-the-fly electronic-structure calculations
such that it has gained a high popularity.
An alternative approach for describing electronic-
nuclear coupling employs an exact mapping of the Hamil-
tonian from discrete electronic states to continuous de-
grees of freedom.30,31 Approximations have been taken
to treat the nonadiabatic dynamics from the result-
ing Hamiltonian classically,32 semiclassically,31,33–35 us-
ing the linearized semiclassical approach,36,37 or with
centroid-molecular dynamics.38 Recently other methods
based on the mapping approach have appeared for treat-
ing thermal initial states,39 using a ring-polymer molec-
ular dynamics (RPMD) Hamiltonian,40,41 or in combina-
tion with partially linearized real-time path integrals.42
Other dynamical approaches employ mean-field
3approximations,43 multiple spawning,44 the quantum-
classical Liouville equation45 or an exact factorization
of the complete molecular Hamiltonian.46 Approximate
methods intended solely for the estimation of nonadia-
batic rate constants include those which treat the trans-
ferred electron explicitly with RPMD,47–49 or use a mod-
ified RPMD Hamiltonian to enforce the correct ∆2 de-
pendence in the golden-rule limit.50
It is a major goal to formulate a nonadiabatic the-
ory which is able to compute the rate constant over a
wide range of coupling strengths, ∆, for complex sys-
tems. It is obvious that in the adiabatic limit, where the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid, such a theory
should reduce to something equivalent to classical rate
theory, classical TST or ring-polymer TST,51,52 which is
known to be exact in the absence of recrossing.53,54 In
this limit, nonadiabatic dynamical approaches40,41 can
be applied to compute the small amount of dividing-
surface recrossing due to nonadiabatic effects. However,
this approach breaks down in the weak-coupling limit
where the transmission coefficient is extremely small and
therefore inefficient to calculate. A quite different form
of rate theory is required in this limit which we discuss
in this work.
First we outline a general derivation of the rate con-
stant from linear response theory in Sec. II. We then ex-
plain the oscillatory problem in the nonadiabatic limit in
Sec. III and suggest a solution based on linear response
in Sec. IV. We analyse the short-time limit of our ap-
proach and hence its relation to dynamical methods in
Sec. V. This also leads to a new golden-rule TST formula-
tion described in Sec. VI A and we show that its classical
limit gives the Marcus theory rate in Sec. VI B. Finally
we summarize our findings in Sec. VII and discuss future
directions.
II. LINEAR RESPONSE THEORY
Here we review quantum linear response theory55 from
which we derive a general formulation for the rate con-
stant. Using this result, we shall suggest a new approach
based on a modification to the traditional flux correla-
tion functions which has greatly improved properties in
the nonadiabatic limit.
Consider the following chemical reaction described by
first-order rate constants and occurring in a system de-
fined by the Hamiltonian H:
A
k−−⇀↽−
k−
B, (1)
where k is the forward rate constant and k− is that for the
reverse reaction. We imagine that the system has been
prepared in a nonequilibrium state with a small pertur-
bation −λH1 applied to the Hamiltonian such that the
Boltzmann operator becomes ρ1 = e
−β(H−λH1), with a
reciprocal temperature β = (kBT )
−1. The perturbation
is turned off at t = 0, and after a short transient time,
the rate constant can be found from the exponential re-
laxation of the system to equilibrium.
We define projection operators A and B to describe
the reactants and products as defined by experiment in
such a way as to cover the Hilbert space of the system,
i.e. A+B = 1. The assumption is that for long enough
times t > 0, the phenomenological rate equations
〈B˙(t)〉1 = −〈A˙(t)〉1 = k 〈A(t)〉1 − k− 〈B(t)〉1 (2)
hold,56 where for any operator G,
〈G(t)〉1 =
Tr [ρ1G(t)]
Tr [ρ1]
. (3)
The Heisenberg time-dependence of an operator is given
by G(t) = eiHt/h¯G e−iHt/h¯ and its time derivative by
G˙ ≡ dG/dt = ih¯ [H,G], with the commutator [H,G] =
HG − GH. If the relaxation to equilibrium cannot be
described by an exponential function then the chemical
reaction under consideration is not a rate process, the
phenomenological equations are not valid, and thus the
rate constant is undefined. This situation is easily identi-
fied from the absence of a plateau in the flux correlation
functions discussed in this work. We will here consider
only reactions for which a rate constant can be defined.
Using 〈B˙〉 = 0 and the detailed balance condition at
equilibrium, k 〈A〉 = k− 〈B〉, we may rewrite Eq. (2) as
〈∆B˙(t)〉1 = k 〈∆A(t)〉1 − k− 〈∆B(t)〉1 (4)
= (k + k−) 〈∆A(t)〉1 , (5)
where ∆G = G − 〈G〉, the unperturbed equilibrium
value is 〈G〉 = ZG/Z, the projected partition function
is ZG = Tr [e
−βHG] and the total partition function is
Z = Tr [e−βH ]. Using detailed balance again and rear-
ranging, we obtain
k
〈B〉 =
〈∆B˙(t)〉1
〈∆A(t)〉1
. (6)
In order to to find a formulation of the rate in terms
only of equilibrium quantities, we consider the first-order
effect of the perturbation on Eq. (3):
d
dλ
〈G(t)〉1 = β
( 〈H1, G(t)〉1 − 〈G(t)〉1 〈H1〉1 ) , (7)
where we introduce the perturbed Kubo-transformed cor-
relation function57
〈H1, G(t)〉1 =
1
Tr [ρ1]β
∫ β
0
dβ′
× Tr
[
e−β
′(H−λH1)H1 e−(β−β
′)(H−λH1)G(t)
]
. (8)
From this, we can write a Taylor series expansion, which
using the equilibrium condition 〈∆G(t)〉 = 0, is
〈∆G(t)〉 = βλ 〈H1,∆G(t)〉+O(λ2), (9)
4and here the equilibrium Kubo correlation function
〈H1,∆G(t)〉 is defined as in Eq. (8) with λ = 0. It is
the truncation of this series to first order which gives us
the “linear response” to the perturbing Hamiltonian.
The thermal rate constant may therefore be computed
with
k
〈B〉 =
〈H1,∆B˙(t)〉
〈H1,∆A(t)〉 = −
〈H˙1, B(t)〉
〈H1,∆A(t)〉 , (10)
where we have used the time-symmetry properties of the
Kubo-transformed correlation function. As for all formu-
lae for the rate constant in this work, we take a value of t
in the plateau of the correlation function. This should be
longer than the time taken for the transient behaviour to
relax but shorter than the time taken for the system to
reach equilibrium. The most efficient methods are those
which minimize the transient time such that the rate con-
stant can be computed after only a short propagation
time, or even, as in the case of TST, without propaga-
tion at all. The transient dynamics are not described by
linear response theory as a consequence of the assump-
tions inherent in the phenomenological equations, which
are only valid after the transient behaviour has relaxed.
So far we have not specified the form of the pertur-
bation H1 and the rate constant is independent of this
choice. The traditional definition of H1 = B simply per-
turbs the initial ratio of reactants to products and gives
k
〈B〉 = −
〈B˙, B(t)〉
〈B,∆A(t)〉 , (11)
which for a reactive scattering problem or in the limit
of a slow condensed-phase reaction, where we neglect
〈B,A(t)〉 such that 〈B,∆A(t)〉 ≈ − 〈B〉 〈A〉,58 leads to
the familiar flux-side correlation function formalism, al-
beit in the Kubo-transformed version,
k =
〈F,B(t)〉
〈A〉 , (12a)
where the flux F ≡ B˙ throughout. The flux-flux form is
found by differentiating the right-hand side with respect
to time and the rate is computed from this as
k =
∫ t
0
〈F, F (τ)〉
〈A〉 dτ. (12b)
With the notable exception of the classical Born-
Oppenheimer flux-side function which is discontinuous,56
for many purposes the computation of the flux-side is
equivalent to the computation of the flux-flux function,
and we refer to the pair collectively as flux correlation
functions.
For products defined by a nuclear-configuration divid-
ing surface at x = 0, B can be written as the Heav-
iside step function h[xˆ], and we recover the result of
Yamamoto,59
k =
〈 12m (δ[xˆ] pˆ+ pˆ δ[xˆ]), h[xˆ](t)〉
〈h[−xˆ]〉 , (13)
where xˆ and pˆ are the quantum mechanical operators of
position and momentum for a particle of mass m. Af-
ter substituting the quantum operators for classical vari-
ables, it becomes the formula commonly used in classical
rate calculations either directly or in its TST form, given
by the t→ 0+ limit.55,56 Equation (13) is the appropriate
formulation for a non-diffusive reaction proceeding either
on a single Born-Oppenheimer surface or in the adiabatic
limit of a multi-surface system.
Although the Kubo-transformed flux correlation func-
tions appear naturally from quantum linear response
theory,57 there are many generalized functions which dif-
fer only at short times and which could therefore be used
to compute the rate constant instead. In particular, there
exists an infinite set of functions with the form
Cβ
′
H˙1G
(t) = Tr
[
e−β
′HH˙1e
−(β−β′)HG(t)
]
, (14)
where the parameter β′ takes values between 0 and β.
These correlation functions are, in general, complex at
short times except for the symmetrized version β′ = 12β
which, like the Kubo-transform,
C˜H˙1G(t) ≡ Z 〈H˙1, G(t)〉 =
1
β
∫ β
0
Cβ
′
H˙1G
(t) dβ′, (15)
is everywhere real.
We thus come to our most general formulation for the
rate, which is, from Eq. (10),
k
〈B〉 = −
CH˙1B(t)
CH1∆A(t)
, (16)
where C may take the form either of Cβ
′
with any choice
of β′ or of the Kubo-transform C˜, and again t is chosen
within the plateau.
The special case of H1 = B, within the limit of a slow
reaction, gives the rate in terms of the flux correlation
functions Cβ
′
FB(t) and C
β′
FF (t) in an equivalent way to
Eq. (12). This formulation was first derived by Miller
from scattering theory60 and shown27 to share the same
long-time limit as the Kubo-transformed version given
by Yamamoto.59 Of the set of possible correlation func-
tions, it is the symmetric version which is most commonly
computed by exact wave-function10,27 or real-time path-
integral methods.12 The Kubo-transformed version is of-
ten the most similar to the correlation functions calcu-
lated by classical mechanics,61 and it is a generalization
of the Kubo-transformed flux-side function53 which is ap-
proximated by standard Born-Oppenheimer RPMD rate
theory.51
The flux-correlation-function formulation of Miller et
al.27 has been successfully applied to numerous reactions
and is frequently used as a starting point for further de-
velopments in quantum rate theory. However, as we have
shown, a more general formulation, Eq. (16), exists if the
nonequilibrium perturbation is chosen such that H1 6= B.
This generalization is similar to that made by Refs. 62
5and 63 for a classical rate calculation, in which various
new perturbations were suggested to improve the effi-
ciency for the case of a diffusive reaction coordinate.
Considering applications to electronically nonadiabatic
reactions, it is widely known that for weak electronic cou-
pling, the reactants and products are poorly described by
the choice of A and B based on a nuclear-configuration
dividing surface and would thus lead to an inefficient
method for computing the rate with very poor statis-
tical sampling. This can be seen using an approximate
result from Landau-Zener theory64,65 which states that
in this limit the probability of a trajectory being reactive
should be proportional to ∆2. One cannot therefore as-
sume, as in adiabatic TST, that trajectories with positive
momentum at the dividing surface are reactive and will
not recross. A more appropriate dividing-surface concept
is provided by considering projections onto electronic
states.10,12,37 However, with this form, we find strong
oscillations in the flux correlation functions in some pa-
rameter regimes.42 We discuss this issue in the follow-
ing section and offer a solution to the problem based on
choosing a new nonequilibrium perturbation H1 appro-
priate for dynamics in the nonadiabatic limit.
III. FLUX CORRELATION FUNCTIONS IN THE
NONADIABATIC LIMIT
We consider now the traditional use of the flux cor-
relation function approach for the computation of rates
in the nonadiabatic limit.10,12,37,42 We analyse the prop-
erties of these functions and our proposed modifications
in the strict golden-rule limit, by which we mean the
limit ∆ → 0 such that a Taylor series of the rate con-
stant formula can be well approximated by truncation
after the O(∆2) term. The assumption is that the cor-
relation functions will have similar properties whenever
∆ is fairly small, but not necessarily so small that the
golden-rule approach is quantitatively correct. We refer
to this regime as the weak-coupling limit, in which the
rate-limiting step is the hop between diabatic surfaces,
as opposed to the surmounting of a potential barrier in
coordinate space. The system which we consider is very
general and although we perform the analysis with the as-
sumption that all reaction and product states are known,
we shall derive a formulation that requires only the ex-
istence of these states and not a complete knowledge of
them. This allows the theory described herein to be ap-
plied, in principle, equally well to large complex systems
as to simplified models.
Consider two sets of orthogonal vibronic states, repre-
senting for instance multidimensional nuclear vibrational
wave functions on two diabatic potential energy surfaces.
The vibronic states are defined such that |µ〉 is the prod-
uct of a vibrational state with the diabatic electronic
state |0〉, and equivalently |ν〉 with the diabatic state |1〉.
They obey the following rules when projected onto the
electronic states |µ〉 = |0〉 〈0|µ〉, |ν〉 = |1〉 〈1|ν〉, 〈1|µ〉 = 0
and 〈0|ν〉 = 0, and hence 〈µ|ν〉 = 0. We refer the reader
to Appendix A for a wave-function representation of our
bra-ket notation.
In the absence of electronic coupling, the zero-order
Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the energies of
these states as
H0 =
∑
µ
|µ〉Eµ 〈µ|+
∑
ν
|ν〉Eν 〈ν| . (17)
With electronic coupling parameter ∆, the total Hamil-
tonian is
H = H0 + ∆
( |0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0| ) (18a)
= H0 +
∑
µν
|µ〉∆µν 〈ν|+ |ν〉∆νµ 〈µ| , (18b)
where the vibronic coupling matrix is defined as
∆µν = ∆
∗
νµ = ∆ 〈µ|0〉 〈1|ν〉 . (19)
Note that even though we have assumed a constant cou-
pling ∆ between the electronic surfaces, the coupling
between vibronic states is necessarily state-dependent.
The extension of these methods to treat systems with
configuration-dependent electronic coupling ∆(x) would
therefore be trivial.
In the case of a continuum of states, we perform the re-
placement
∑
ν |ν〉〈ν| →
∫ |ν〉〈ν|dEν , ensuring of course
the correct normalization of the vibronic states in energy-
space. Only in the limit of a continuum of product
states can reflections be avoided such that the correla-
tion function reaches a plateau and a rigorous rate con-
stant can be defined. This is the case either in a finite-
dimensional system with scattering eigenstates or in an
infinite-dimensional system with bound eigenstates such
as those found in the condensed phase.7
We could define the projection operators A and B us-
ing a dividing surface dependent on the nuclear con-
figuration as in Eq. (13) and Ref. 26. This is appro-
priate in the adiabatic, strong-coupling limit where the
nuclear dynamics are similar to the motion on a sin-
gle mean-field potential energy surface. However, as
pointed out above, in the nonadiabatic, weak-coupling
limit, a better choice for the projection onto reactant
states is A = |0〉〈0| = ∑µ |µ〉〈µ|, and onto product states
B = |1〉〈1| = ∑ν |ν〉〈ν|. The two approaches often give
almost identical rates for symmetric systems with strong
vibronic coupling but can be completely different if the
equilibrium nuclear distributions on each diabatic state
significantly overlap.66 This is not a failure of the com-
putational methods used but is a consequence of how the
rate constant is defined by the phenomenological equa-
tions. It is therefore important to choose the approach
which is equivalent to the experiment or thought exper-
iment that the theory is attempting to reproduce.67 In
this work we are considering the nonadiabatic limit and
thus take the latter approach, in which case the flux op-
6erator is defined as
F ≡ B˙ = i
h¯
∆
( |0〉〈1| − |1〉〈0| ) (20a)
=
i
h¯
∑
µν
|µ〉∆µν 〈ν| − |ν〉∆νµ 〈µ| . (20b)
Using perturbation theory to solve for the long-time
dynamics in the ∆→ 0 limit of the system initialized by
a thermal distribution of reactant states, one finds that
the rate is given by14
k =
2pi
h¯
∑
µ
e−βEµ
ZA
∫
|∆µν |2δ(Eµ − Eν) dEν (21a)
=
2pi
h¯
∑
µ
e−βEµ
ZA
|∆µν¯ |2, (21b)
where here ZA =
∑
µ e
−βEµ and |ν¯〉 is the product state
(or sum over degenerate states) with energy Eν¯ = Eµ.
This is the standard form of the golden-rule thermal rate
expression, given as a Boltzmann-weighted sum over of
the reactant states of the system. In Sec. VI A, we will
derive an equivalent expression using the quantum trace,
which can, in principle, be calculated in any basis.
Other rate theories10,12,22,37,42 are typically based on
the traditional flux correlation formalism, Cβ
′
FB(t) and
Cβ
′
FF (t), using these reactant and product projection
operators.68 In the language of Sec. II, this is equiva-
lent to a derivation from linear response theory with the
nonequilibrium perturbation H1 = B ≡ |1〉〈1| and can
lead to highly oscillatory functions. However, in the next
section, we shall show that a better choice exists from
which the rate constant is more easily defined.
To illustrate the problems of the traditional method
and the improvement made by the solution we shall pro-
pose, we introduce the nonadiabatic equivalent of the
standard one-dimensional escape from a metastable well
problem,69 which could describe for instance the disso-
ciation of a molecular species via electron transfer often
encountered in the context of predissociation. This al-
lows us to consider a continuum of product states in a
one-dimensional problem where exact results are avail-
able. The model Hamiltonian is defined as
H =
pˆ2
2m
+ V (xˆ), (22a)
with
V (xˆ) = V0(xˆ) |0〉〈0|+ V1(xˆ) |1〉〈1|+ ∆
( |0〉〈1|+ |1〉〈0| ),
(22b)
and diabatic potential energy surfaces
V0(x) =
1
2mω
2x2 (23)
V1(x) = D exp[−2α(x− x0)]− . (24)
x
V
n
(x
)
FIG. 1. The model system potential energy surfaces (dashed
lines) for diabatic states |n〉 = |0〉 (blue) and |1〉 (green)
with some representative vibronic states indicated by the real
parts of their wave functions plotted with arbitrary ampli-
tude at the corresponding energy. Two possible transitions
from reactant to product states are indicated by black arrows,
the curved one representing an energy-conserving transition,
whereas the straight arrow represents a spurious transition.
Note that as these transitions are not coupled with absorption
or emission of radiation, only energy-conserving transitions
contribute to the rate constant.
Unless otherwise stated, we consider an unbiased system
with exothermicity  = 0, a mass of m = 1 and param-
eters given by ω = 1, D = 2, α = 0.2, x0 = 5, at a
temperature such that β = 3 and with weak electronic
coupling independent of nuclear position ∆ = 0.01. We
use reduced units such that h¯ = 1 and energies are effec-
tively measured in units of ω. The reactant and product
nuclear wave functions needed for the numerical calcula-
tion of the coupling matrix via quadrature are given in
Appendix B. The potential surfaces with some represen-
tative vibronic states can be seen in Fig. 1.
We note that this model is merely used to illustrate
the problem of oscillatory correlation functions and the
improvements made by the introduction of our modified
flux-side correlation function formalism in the next sec-
tion. An infinite-dimensional condensed-phase problem
will also have a continuum of product states,7 and as al-
ready mentioned, it is simple to extend our analysis to
include a nuclear-dependent coupling ∆(x). Our findings
should therefore apply equally well to electron transfer in
multidimensional complex systems.
We display the time-dependence of various flux-side
correlation functions computed for the model system in
Fig. 2. In the numerical calculations, we took a dis-
crete set of product states and employed a cut-off for
the highest-energy state considered. The Hamiltonian
in the resulting finite basis was diagonalized to give the
eigenstates from which the correlation function is calcu-
lated. The product-state density and cut-off were then
increased until convergence of the results was achieved.
It is seen in the case of the unbiased system that
at short times, the standard correlation function is ex-
tremely oscillatory with a large amplitude and plateaus
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FIG. 2. Three flux-side correlation functions for the model
system: the symmetric version with β′ = 1
2
β is shown in
blue, the real part of the standard version with β′ = 0 in
green, and the Kubo transform in red. All three converge on
the golden-rule rate (yellow dashed) in the long time limit as
can be seen in some of the cases in the magnified inset.
to the correct rate constant only after a very long tran-
sient time (not shown in the figure). The symmetric ver-
sion, on the other hand, is quite smooth and tends much
sooner to its long-time limit. The Kubo transformed cor-
relation function, which is an average of such correlation
functions as these, is dominated by its integrand in the
limits β′ → 0 and β′ → β and, although totally real, is
also strongly oscillatory at short times. We will describe
functions as oscillatory if they at any time considerably
overshoot their long-time limit.
Any numerical sampling procedure attempting to com-
pute the rate constant from the Kubo-transformed or
standard correlation functions will have significant nu-
merical convergence problems. It is unfortunately ex-
actly this type of correlation function that one would like
to compute with trajectory simulations including nona-
diabatic RPMD.40 Many previous approaches have con-
centrated on computing the smoother symmetric corre-
lation function, whether based on trajectories employ-
ing mapping variables,37 real-time path integrals12 or
MCTDH.10 We note, however, that for lower tempera-
tures or strongly biased systems, even the symmetric cor-
relation function can become oscillatory and could cause
problems for these methods as well. The onset of this
regime is observed in the biased systems considered in
Ref. 10 and the real-time path-integral calculations of
Ref. 47 and is discussed in Ref. 42.
What is needed is a new correlation function formalism
from which the rate constant can rigorously be extracted
from its long-time limit but which is not oscillatory at
short times. We address this in the next section.
IV. NON-OSCILLATORY CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
The causes of the oscillations in the flux-side corre-
lation function are transitions between low-energy reac-
tant states and high-energy product states which have
a significant overlap in nuclear-configuration space. Of
course, these spurious transitions have different phases
and cancel out in the long-time limit leaving only
energy-conserving transitions occurring between degen-
erate states, hence the appearance of the delta function
in the golden-rule formula, Eq. (21). A schematic of tran-
sitions contributing to the short-time limit is given in
Fig. 1. From the viewpoint of a trajectory-based method,
the short-time limit would be dominated by trajectories
hopping vertically from configurations deep in the re-
actant or product wells and not at the crossing of the
potentials where one would expect reactive pathways to
be located. It is well-known to be an ill-posed problem
to cancel phases using numerical sampling methods, and
thus the long-time limit would be very difficult to con-
verge.
Rather than continuing to use the traditional flux-side
formalism, we return to the general formula for the rate
constant derived by linear response theory in Eq. (16)
but retain the definitions of A and B from the previous
section as projections onto the diabatic surfaces. We sug-
gest the following modified nonequilibrium perturbation
to avoid the oscillation problems at short times,
H1 =
∫∫
δ(H − E)B δ(H − E′) e−a2(E−E′)2dE dE′
(25a)
Fa ≡ H˙1 =
∫∫
δ(H − E)F δ(H − E′) e−a2(E−E′)2dE dE′,
(25b)
where the second line follows rigorously by virtue that
H commutes with the delta functions, and we have in-
troduced a real-valued parameter a with units of inverse
energy. These expressions can be calculated exactly in
the basis of eigenstates of H, which we call |i〉 with en-
ergy Ei ≡ 〈i|H|i〉, and obviously reduce to the traditional
approach outlined in the previous section if a = 0.
We will explain our reasons for choosing this particu-
lar form with an analysis of the behaviour of the modi-
fied correlation functions based on Eq. (25) in the strict
golden-rule limit where a closed-form solution can be de-
rived. Our findings should also give a good description
of the behaviour in the weak-coupling regime.
It can easily be shown in the eigenstate basis that the
important relation 〈H1〉 = 〈B〉 holds for any value of a.
Therefore, in the slow reaction limit, neglecting CH1A(t)
as before,58 we can compute the rate in terms of the
modified flux-side or flux-flux correlation functions
k = Z−1A CFaB(t) = Z
−1
A
∫ t
0
CFaF (τ) dτ. (26)
This is analogous to the familiar flux correlation function
formalism27 and thanks to a derivation from the general
rate expression Eq. (16), also rigorously gives the correct
result for a slow reaction in the long-time limit for any
value of a and ∆. In fact, it can be shown that the long-
time limit of the rate formula Eq. (26) is unaffected by our
8introduction of the parameter a by writing the modified
flux-flux correlation function in the basis of eigenstates:
Cβ
′
FaF
(t) =
∑
ij
e−βEj+β
′∆Eij |〈i|F |j〉|2 ei∆Eijt/h¯ e−a2∆E2ij ,
(27)
where ∆Eij = Ej − Ei. Integration over time using the
Fourier relation
∫∞
−∞ e
iEtdt = 2piδ(E) shows that the
long-time limits of Cβ
′
FaB
(t) and Cβ
′
FB(t) are rigorously
equivalent. This therefore proves the equivalence of our
modified flux correlation formalism and the traditional
approach derived directly from scattering theory27 with-
out the need to use any of the assumptions inherent in
linear response theory and nonequilibrium statistical me-
chanics.
We wish to analyse the effect that our modification has
made to the correlation functions at short times, in par-
ticular in the weak-coupling limit. A simple expression
for the modified flux operator, Eq. (25b), in terms of the
reactant and product states can be derived only in the
∆→ 0 limit, where the eigenstates of H are only slightly
perturbed from those of H0, i.e. |i〉 ≈ |µi〉 or |νi〉 where
Ei ≈ Eµi or Eνi . Any deviation from this approximation
leads to higher orders of ∆ and can thus be ignored in
the golden-rule limit. This implies
δ(H − E) |µ〉 =
∑
i
δ(H − E) |i〉 〈i|µ〉 ≈ δ(Eµ − E) |µ〉
(28)
and its equivalent for product states, |ν〉, such that
Fa ≈ i
h¯
∑
µν
( |µ〉∆µν 〈ν| − |ν〉∆νµ 〈µ| ) e−a2∆E2µν . (29)
It is noted that this approximation and hence the re-
mainder of formulae in this section are only valid in the
golden-rule limit and should not be used in general. The
exact expression, Eq. (25b), is used in all the numerical
calculations and the approximation only for the mathe-
matical analysis.
It can now be more clearly seen why the particular
form of H1 introduced in Eq. (25) was chosen. The pa-
rameter a > 0 can be chosen to ensure that only the re-
actant to product transitions which approximately con-
serve energy contribute to the modified flux operator.
Note that in the a → ∞ limit, the exponential be-
comes sharply peaked like a delta function such that only
strictly energy-conserving transitions are allowed. It will
become apparent that using this limit would have lead di-
rectly to the golden-rule rate as described in Sec. VI but
that the parametrized version given here is more useful,
because from it we can also derive a practical correlation
function formalism for dynamical simulations.
We now analyse the correlation functions when using
the modified flux. Describing the dynamics using first-
order perturbation theory, or equivalently by retaining
only terms of O(∆2), which is exact in the golden-rule
limit, we obtain
Cβ
′
FaB
(t) =
i
h¯
∑
µν
Tr
[
e−β
′H( |µ〉∆µν 〈ν| − |ν〉∆νµ 〈µ| )
× e−(β−β′)H eiHt/h¯ |ν〉〈ν| e−iHt/h¯
]
e−a
2∆E2µν
(30)
=
1
h¯2
∑
µν
e−βEµ |∆µν |2
∫ t
0
dτ e−a
2∆E2µν
[
e−(β−β
′)∆Eµν ei∆Eµντ/h¯ + e−β
′∆Eµν e−i∆Eµντ/h¯
]
.
(31)
The modified Kubo-transform is defined from this using
Eq. (15).
We then assume that the product energy levels are
continuous and that both the density of states and ∆2µν
are slowly varying with Eν for all transitions allowed from
|µ〉. Note that, as for the standard derivation of the
golden-rule rate, by taking the long-time limit, in which
the time-integral tends to a sharp peak about ∆Eµν = 0,
this assumption can always be made true. In our case,
this approximation is exact (in the golden-rule limit) not
only for t→∞ but also at all times in the a→∞ limit
when the integrand is localized about ∆Eµν = 0 by the
Gaussian term. We therefore write
Cβ
′
FaB
(t) ≈ 1
h¯2
∑
µ
e−βEµ |∆µν¯ |2
∫∫ t
0
dτ d∆Eµν e
−a2∆E2µν
[
e−(β−β
′)∆Eµν ei∆Eµντ/h¯ + e−β
′∆Eµν e−i∆Eµντ/h¯
]
(32)
=
1
h¯2
∑
µ
e−βEµ |∆µν¯ |2
√
pi
a
∫ t
0
dτ[
e−(τ+ih¯(β−β
′))2/4h¯2a2 + e−(τ−ih¯β
′)2/4h¯2a2
]
.
(33)
By evaluating the time integrals over the two half-
Gaussians to give
√
pih¯a, we recover the golden-rule rate
Eq. (21) for any value of a. This is of course unsurprising
as we have derived the result directly from linear response
theory and taken only approximations valid in the ∆→ 0
limit.
This analysis does not however apply at short times
with small values of a. In this regime, the approximation
that |∆µν |2 and the density of states are slowly varying
does not in general hold and thus for example the sym-
metric function in Fig. 2 is rather tame contrary to what
would be suggested by Eq. (33). However, as was shown
numerically, the Kubo transform with a = 0 is nonethe-
less oscillatory at short times, as are the symmetric func-
tions in strongly-biased systems.42 A better indicator of
the short-time behaviour is provided by the gradient at
t = 0, equal to CFaF (0), which is discussed in Secs. V
and VI A. From this it is seen that the initial gradient of
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FIG. 3. The Kubo-transformed modified flux-side correlation
function for various values of a: blue a = 0.2, green a = 0.4,
red a = 0.6, cyan a = 0.8, magenta a = 1. All five converge
to the golden-rule rate (yellow dashed) in the long time limit
as can be seen in the magnified inset. Note that the a = 0
version, shown in Fig. 2, is way off this scale.
the flux-side function will decrease as a increases, which
ensures that, for large enough a, the function does not
overshoot its long-time limit at short times.
It is the presence of imaginary parts in the two ex-
ponential terms in Eq. (33) which leads to the oscilla-
tory behaviour at long times observed in Fig. 2. We note
that choosing β′ = 0 or β will make only one of the two
terms non-oscillatory, and that the symmetrized version,
β′ = 12β, should give the least problematic form. The
oscillations occur on a time scale of O(h¯a2/β) with a
Gaussian decay on a time scale of O(h¯a). The only uni-
versal method for damping these oscillations is to select
a large value of a on at least the same order of magnitude
as β such that the oscillation period is slower than the
decay. In the limit a β,
CFaB(t) =
1
h¯2
∑
µ
e−βEµ |∆µν¯ |2
√
pi
a
2
∫ t
0
e−τ
2/4h¯2a2dτ
(34)
=
2pi
h¯
∑
µ
e−βEµ |∆µν¯ |2 Erf(t/2h¯a). (35)
The error function, Erf(z), tends to 1 in the z → ∞
limit and, as expected, recovers the golden-rule rate. As
this result does not depend on the value of β′, we have
dropped the superscript from the correlation function.
Of course, this means that for very large a, it will
be necessary to propagate to longer times to reach the
plateau. Therefore for each problem, we should choose
the minimum value of a which defines a non-oscillatory
function in order to achieve the best efficiency. We ex-
plore the effects of varying this parameter numerically
in Fig. 3. It is seen that the Kubo correlation function,
which had large oscillations for a = 0 has been smoothed
out using the parameter a > 0, where it tends to the
shape of an error function.
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FIG. 4. The symmetric correlation functions (β′ = 1
2
β) for a
biased system with β = 1, α = 0.5,  = 10 for various values
of a: blue a = 0, green a = 0.1, red a = 0.2, cyan a = 0.3,
magenta a = 0.5. All five converge to the golden-rule rate
(yellow dashed) in the long time limit as can be seen in the
magnified inset.
In the biased case, even the symmetric correlation
function becomes oscillatory as shown in Fig. 4. We note
that varying the value of β′ only makes the problem
worse, but that increasing a removes the oscillations com-
pletely.
This completes our definition and study of the non-
oscillatory flux-side correlation function formalism. In
summary, due to the rigorous derivation from linear re-
sponse theory, our modifications have not changed the
long-time limit of the correlation functions from which
the rate constant is defined, regardless of the strength
of the electronic coupling parameter ∆. However, the
particular form of nonequilibrium perturbation used,
Eq. (25), has removed the oscillatory problem in the
weak-coupling limit. In the adiabatic, strong-coupling
limit, the most efficient way to compute the rate is of
course with none of these functions but with a position-
dependent dividing surface. A complete nonadiabatic
rate theory should be able to make use of both of these
limits.
Note that we have not simply computed the oscillatory
integral using a stationary-phase approximation but in-
stead derived a non-oscillatory version which gives the
exact rate. This is not only a more accurate approach
but also leads to useful new developments. The non-
oscillatory correlation function formalism is expected to
be of great use in the development of new approximate
dynamical methods. Immediate advances include an im-
proved initial distribution for nonadiabatic classical tra-
jectory simulations and a new formulation of the exact
golden-rule rate in terms of the quantum trace. We deal
with the former in the next section and the latter in
Sec. VI.
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V. MODIFIED INITIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
As we have already discussed, a trajectory simulation
of the traditional Kubo-transformed flux-side correlation
function in the nonadiabatic, weak-coupling limit will
be dominated by transitions occurring in the reactant
or product wells leading to strong oscillations at short
times. We know from the laws of energy conservation,
that successful transitions should only occur in the re-
gion of the crossing point. However, neither the flux,
F , nor a Kubo-transformed thermal flux operator local-
izes the initial distribution here. As we shall show, the
modified flux, Fa, offers the possibility to alleviate this
problem via the strength of the parameter a.
We shall consider here the classical limit of trajectory-
based nonadiabatic dynamics simulations of one-
dimensional systems, as this provides one of the simplest
problems that poses a significant challenge to current
methods.29,50 By this limit, as discussed in Ref. 28, we
imply that the system is formed of heavy nuclei mov-
ing with small velocities but which are still allowed to
hop between diabatic surfaces—an inherently quantum
effect. We do not specify any particular form of trajec-
tory method, or even if it gives exact or approximate dy-
namics. The extension to treat multidimensional systems
with position-dependent electronic coupling is trivial and
we leave the generalization for the treatment of quantum
nuclei by path-integral methods to future work.
Let us assume that we wish to compute the Kubo-
transformed modified flux-flux correlation function,
C˜FaF (t). The distribution of the initial nuclear coordi-
nate contributing to the short-time limit is given by
P˜a(x) =
1
β
∫ β
0
Tr
[
e−β
′HFa e
−(β−β′)HF δ(xˆ− x)
]
dβ′,
(36)
such that C˜FaF (0) =
∫∞
−∞ P˜a(x) dx.
In order to put this into closed form, where we can
more easily study the properties of the distribution, we
substitute quantum operators for localized classical vari-
ables to give an approximation to the modified flux
Fa ≈ i∆
h¯
∫∫
δ(p2/2m+ V (x)− E) ( |0〉〈1| − |1〉〈0| )
× δ(p2/2m+ V (x)− E′) e−a2(E−E′)2dE dE′. (37)
The integrals can be performed at each value of x in the
basis of adiabatic electronic states |χ±(x)〉, which diag-
onalize the diabatic potential matrix V (x). The corre-
sponding eigenvalues are W±(x) ≡ 〈χ±(x)|V (x)|χ±(x)〉.
Using the relations given in Appendix C along with stan-
dard trigonometric identities, we can show that it sim-
plifies to give
Fa ≈ i∆
h¯
( |0〉〈1| − |1〉〈0| ) e−a2[W+(x)−W−(x)]2 . (38)
It is seen that the modified flux, within the classi-
cal approximation, is simply the standard flux opera-
tor weighted by a Gaussian which localizes it about the
avoided crossing.
The classical distribution contributing to C˜FaF (0) is
obtained in the same way to give
P˜a(x) ≈
√
m
2piβh¯2
2∆2
βh¯2
e−βW−(x) − e−βW+(x)
W+(x)−W−(x)
× e−a2[W+(x)−W−(x)]2 . (39)
In the golden-rule limit, i.e. retaining only terms of order
∆2, this becomes
P˜a(x) ≈
√
m
2piβh¯2
2∆2
βh¯2
e−βV1(x) − e−βV0(x)
V0(x)− V1(x)
× e−a2[V0(x)−V1(x)]2 . (40)
It is from distribution functions such as these that ini-
tial points are selected for trajectory simulations.70 Note
that in order to sample these functions, it would not be
necessary to know the exact location of the crossing of the
potentials which for a complex multidimensional system
would be a high-dimensional hypersurface and is gener-
ally difficult to calculate. Instead, a Monte Carlo evalua-
tion would automatically select samples from the correct
region of configuration space. The distribution at the
same level of approximation corresponding to the orig-
inal unmodified Kubo-transformed flux-flux correlation
function, P˜0(x), is found by setting a = 0. A range of
approximate modified distributions with a ≥ 0 are pre-
sented in Fig. 5 for a biased and an unbiased system.
It is seen that large values of a localize the nuclear
distribution about the crossing point with an effective
localization given by
P˜a(x)
P˜0(x)
≈ e−a2[W+(x)−W−(x)]2 . (41)
This effect applies equally to symmetric as to biased sys-
tems even deep into the inverted regime. This is exactly
the effect that we wished to apply to the system based
on an intuition that trajectories should hop between dia-
batic surfaces only in this region. Estimates for good val-
ues of a can be obtained from an analysis of the golden-
rule limit of the approximate distribution function, given
by Eq. (40). We here assume that the system has strong
vibronic coupling such that βV ′n(x
‡)2  V ′′n (x‡), where
x‡ is the crossing point such that V0(x‡) = V1(x‡). The
distribution in a symmetric system has a maximum at
x = 0 for a ≥ β/√24. For an asymmetric system, the
distribution at x‡ is not necessarily a stationary point
but has a negative curvature, and is therefore well within
the envelope, for a ≥ β√1/6 + V ′0(x‡)V ′1(x‡)/2F2, where
F = |V ′0(x‡)− V ′1(x‡)|. We note that the value of a used
in simulations can be chosen to minimize oscillations and
optimize the efficiency of the calculation and that these
estimates may be used for a good first guess and do not
need to be accurately calculated. In principle, the rate
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FIG. 5. Normalized classical nuclear distributions, P˜a(x),
in the golden-rule limit, Eq. (40), for initializing a Kubo-
transformed modified flux-flux correlation function calcula-
tion; a is equal to 0 (blue), 0.15 (green) or 0.3 (red). The
system is a typical two-state curve-crossing problem, Eq. (59),
with diabatic surfaces shown in black, β = 1 no bias in the
top panel and  = 30 in the lower.
constant found by an accurate simulation will not depend
on the value chosen.
With an exact dynamical method, one could there-
fore compute the modified flux-flux correlation function,
and hence the rate constant, starting from a localized re-
gion of configuration space. Note that the localization
has appeared naturally from our derivation from linear
response theory. We could not have simply performed
Monte Carlo importance sampling of P˜0(x) with an um-
brella function centred about the crossing point because
this would still be a simulation of the original correla-
tion function, and in fact the effects of outlying trajec-
tories which do start in the wells would be magnified by
the umbrella and worsen the statistics even more. Al-
though a nuclear-configurational dividing surface could
also be used to localize the nuclei at the crossing point,
as discussed above, such dividing-surface approaches lead
to inefficient calculations due to its time derivative, the
flux, which depends on the nuclear momenta rather than
diabatic hops.
It was possible for previous studies10,12,37 to perform
efficient simulations of symmetric correlation functions
without the present modifications. This is because the
symmetrized thermal flux e−βH/2F e−βH/2, unlike its
Kubo-transformed version, is localized about x = 0
for a spin-boson model. However, for strongly biased
systems,42,47 this does not coincide with the diabatic
crossing point, x‡, and the current theory may be useful
to avoid strongly oscillatory functions.
In conclusion, the proposed modified flux-side correla-
tion functions CFaB(t) can be used instead of the origi-
nal flux-side versions CFB(t) as they all tend to the same
long-time limit from which the rate constant is given ex-
actly. Therefore, for an exact dynamical method based
on flux correlation functions, and in particular the Kubo-
transformed versions, the proposed modifications will im-
prove the efficiency without affecting the result, regard-
less of the strength of electronic coupling. Approximate
methods will also see a large efficiency gain and may even
see an improvement in the accuracy of their results as
phase cancellation is no longer necessary with this more
intuitive localized initial distribution. Such applications
will be explored in future work.
VI. GOLDEN-RULE TRANSITION-STATE THEORY
A. Quantum formulation
The modified nonequilibrium perturbation, Eq. (25),
was introduced in order to damp the oscillations of the
flux correlation functions, but we shall show that it can
also be used to derive a new formulation of a nonadiabatic
quantum transition-state theory, which is exact in the
golden-rule limit.
There are many different theories in the literature
bearing the TST label, often with quite different mean-
ings. We use the definition that TST is a dynamics-
free approach based on the statistical mechanics of a
low-probability region of phase space associated with
transitions—in this case, near the crossing point where
the diabatic potentials are equal. There must also exist
a related correlation function from which the exact rate
can be computed and which is equivalent to the TST rate
if there is no recrossing in the dynamics.
The definition of recrossing in the correlation function
varies depending on the system studied. For example,
for adiabatic dynamics, a dividing surface in nuclear-
configuration space is usually defined and the TST as-
sumption is that trajectories will never cross this di-
viding surface more than once. For the classical Born-
Oppenheimer flux-side correlation function55,56 and a
particular generalization of its quantum equivalent,53 it
can be shown that the non-recrossing assumption leads
to a step-like shape and therefore that the TST rate is
proportional to its t→ 0+ limit.
In our case, where there is no dividing surface, a re-
crossing path will be defined as one which hops between
the diabatic states more than once within either the for-
ward or backward propagators e∓iHt/h¯. Because each
hop introduces a factor of ∆, this non-recrossing assump-
tion is exact in the golden-rule limit. For a system with
a continuum of product states in the ∆ → 0 limit, it
was seen in Eq. (35) that the correlation function CFaB(t)
with a→∞ goes like the error function and that there-
fore its time-derivative, the modified flux-flux correlation
function, CFaF (t) is Gaussian with known width. We
can therefore use this as our correlation function from
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which the exact rate can be computed whether the non-
recrossing assumption is valid or not, but which, in the
golden-rule limit, has a simple form from which we can
compute the TST rate solely from its value at t = 0. As
was shown in the previous section, the corresponding dis-
tribution will be localized about the crossing region. Like
other quantum TSTs,53 our formulation will not neces-
sarily be variational, i.e. the exact rate may be smaller
or larger than the TST rate.
According to our definition, the approach of Wolynes22
is not a TST but instead a quantum instanton approx-
imation as it is based on a steepest-descent integration
along time.71 It is therefore not necessarily exact for
a system with no recrossing, that is in the golden-rule
∆ → 0 limit, and is not directly related to a dynamical
method.
In order to formulate a quantum expression for the
golden-rule TST rate, we utilize the fact that we know
the shape of the modified flux-flux correlation function in
the limit a → ∞ within the non-recrossing assumption.
That is
lim
a→∞CFaF (t) ≈ lima→∞CFaF (0) e
−t2/4h¯2a2 , (42)
where the approximation becomes exact in the ∆ → 0
limit. The value at zero time for any value of β′ is given
by
CFaF (0) = Tr
[
e−β
′HFa e
−(β−β′)HF
]
(43)
≡ 2
√
pi∆2
h¯2a
Z‡(a) (44)
where Z‡(a) is defined by this equivalence. We introduce
the transition-state partition function
Z‡ = lim
a→∞Z
‡(a) (45)
= lim
a→∞
a
2
√
pi
∫∫
dE dE′ e−a
2(E−E′)2 lim
∆→0
Tr
[
e−β
′Hδ(H − E) |0〉〈1| δ(H − E′) e−(β−β′)H |1〉〈0|
+ e−β
′Hδ(H − E) |1〉〈0| δ(H − E′) e−(β−β′)H |0〉〈1|
]
(46)
=
∫
e−βE lim
∆→0
Tr
[
δ(H − E) |0〉〈1| δ(H − E) |1〉〈0| ]dE
(47)
=
∫
e−βE tr
[
δ
(〈0|H|0〉 − E) δ(〈1|H|1〉 − E)]dE,
(48)
in which we have used a relation for the Dirac delta func-
tion δ(z) = lima→∞ a√pi e
−a2z2 and performed the integra-
tion over E′. In the last line, the quantum trace is taken
only over nuclear degrees of freedom.
The golden-rule TST rate is therefore
kTST = Z
−1
A lima→∞
∫ ∞
0
CFaF (0) e
−τ2/4h¯2a2dτ (49)
=
2pi∆2
h¯
Z‡
ZA
. (50)
This expression is only valid in the ∆ → 0 limit where
it gives the quantum golden-rule result exactly but with-
out explicitly using the states of the system. This is most
easily seen by evaluating the trace in the basis of the vi-
bronic states before integrating over energy from which
Eq. (21) is recovered. It is however a more general re-
sult which also applies to complex systems after a trivial
extension to multidimensional nuclear configurations and
non-constant electronic coupling ∆(xˆ), which would then
be included inside the trace of Eq. (48).
We could have derived this result from an alternative
formulation of the rate constant in terms of the micro-
canonical cumulative reaction probability, equivalent to
that of Ref. 27 with a substitution for the electronic flux,
Eq. (20a):
k =
pih¯
ZA
∫
e−βE Tr
[
Fδ(E −H)Fδ(E −H)]dE. (51)
This general formulation gives the exact rate constant
regardless of the coupling strength, ∆, and reduces to
our TST result, Eq. (50), in the ∆ → 0 limit. However,
the new derivation presented in this work has shown that
the golden-rule result can be considered a transition-state
theory in the sense that it can be linked to the short-time
limit of the modified flux-flux correlation function in the
a → ∞ limit. Such links with transition-state theories
can be invaluable when developing new trajectory-based
methods for rate calculations.72
The new formulation, Eq. (50), can be compared to the
imaginary-time path-integral methods for computing the
golden-rule rate of Refs. 22 and 23. They also depend
on a transition-state partition function where two dia-
batic hops are enforced but without explicitly imposing
energy conservation. These methods were derived from
a steepest-descent approximation to the analytically-
continued flux-flux correlation function formalism and
are not exact, even in the golden-rule limit. Our new
formulation does not take these approximations and also
avoids the unsavoury analytic continuation.
We note that unlike the former approaches, for
which results are efficiently computed using path-integral
Monte Carlo, at first glance, a numerical evaluation of
Eq. (48) using path integrals22,73,74 or semiclassical in-
stanton methods23,75 looks extremely complicated due
to presence of the microcanonical density operators.76,77
However, it is simplified somewhat by the integral over
energy. Further work will assess whether a practical for-
mulation can be found applicable to complex systems.
We can however analyse quite easily the classical limit
which is outlined in the next section.
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B. Classical golden-rule rate
In the limiting case that the one-dimensional nuclear
motion can be considered classically, we can show that
the TST formulation derived above gives the same rate
constant as Landau-Zener theory or, in the special case
of a spin-boson system, Marcus theory.
We take the classical limit of Eq. (48) as in Sec. V to
give
Z‡ =
1
2pih¯
∫
dE e−βE
∫∫ ∞
−∞
dx dp
× δ(p2/2m+ V0(x)− E) δ(p2/2m+ V1(x)− E)
(52)
=
1
2pih¯
∫∫ ∞
−∞
e−βp
2/2m e−βV0(x) δ
[
V0(x)− V1(x)
]
dxdp,
(53)
where here x and p are considered as classical variables.
This same result could also be derived from the classical
limit77 of the elements of the quantum microcanonical
density matrix.76 Note that the two kinetic energy terms
are equal in Eq. (52), and have therefore cancelled out
in the delta function in Eq. (53). This is because the
flux operator does not affect position or momentum, only
electronic states.
We proceed using
δ
[
V0(x)− V1(x)
]
=
δ(x− x‡)
|V ′0(x‡)− V ′1(x‡)|
(54)
and by defining the activation energy as V ‡ ≡ V0(x‡) =
V1(x
‡) to give, from Eq. (50), a general formula for the
classical TST rate,
kcl,TST =
√
2pim
βh¯2
∆2
h¯|V ′0(x‡)− V ′1(x‡)|
e−βV
‡
ZA
, (55)
which is the same result as found by the Landau-Zener
approach in the golden-rule limit for a one-dimensional
system65
kLZ =
∫ ∞
−∞
|x˙|P (x‡, x˙)P ‡0→1(x˙) dx˙, (56)
with64
P (x‡, x˙) =
m
2pih¯ZA
e−
1
2βmx˙
2
e−βV
‡
(57)
P ‡0→1(x˙) =
2pi∆2
h¯|x˙||V ′0(x‡)− V ′1(x‡)|
. (58)
Note that we have assumed that reactive trajectories can
occur with positive or negative velocity, x˙, as is appro-
priate for bound reactant states.78
As a specific example, we consider a model system typ-
ically used in Marcus’ theory of electron-transfer reac-
tions, defined as in Eq. (22) but with two harmonic po-
tential energy surfaces7
V0(x) =
1
2mω
2(x+ x0)
2, (59a)
V1(x) =
1
2mω
2(x− x0)2 − . (59b)
The reorganization energy is Λ = 2mω2x20 and the cross-
ing point is x‡ = −x0/Λ with V ‡ = (Λ − )2/4Λ and
V ′0(x
‡) − V ′1(x‡) = Λ/x0. The reactant partition func-
tion is ZA = (βh¯ω)
−1 and the rate constant predicted by
Eq. (53) is
kcl,TST =
∆2
h¯
√
piβ
Λ
e−β(Λ−)
2/4Λ. (60)
This is equal to the familiar classical Marcus rate,17
which is the result for a spin-boson system in the golden-
rule limit with classical nuclei.
This link to Marcus theory is perhaps more excit-
ing than it at first seems because, as already discussed,
the path-integral golden-rule rate formula proposed by
Wolynes,22 Cao and Voth23 cannot describe the correct
behaviour in the inverted regime  > Λ. This shows
that the current formulation, Eq. (50), is a more powerful
starting point for the derivation of nonadiabatic golden-
rule TST than the analytic-continuation or ImF meth-
ods.
Although the classical formula has reduced to well-
known results, its formulation offers something new,
which is a direct link between the non-dynamical Mar-
cus theory and an exact correlation function formal-
ism, showing that Marcus theory itself, and its anhar-
monic generalization Eq. (55), can be thought of as clas-
sical nonadiabatic transition-state theories. This implies
that if a classical trajectory-based dynamical method,
which may be efficiently initialized near the crossing-
point, gives the correct Gaussian decay of the modified
flux-flux correlation function in the large a limit, it will
necessarily reproduce rates of Marcus theory when in the
golden-rule limit. This sets a very clear goal for the de-
velopment of new nonadiabatic dynamical theories.
We note also that a multidimensional extension to
Eq. (53) is found trivially by following the same proce-
dure, which when combined with the usual efficient ap-
proaches for the calculation of free energies, gives per-
haps one of the simplest methods for computing classical
golden-rule rates without making the harmonic approxi-
mation.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed the use of the Kubo-transformed
flux-side correlation function, with reactants and prod-
ucts defined as usual by projections onto electronic
states,12 to compute the nonadiabatic rate constant for
systems with weak electronic coupling. It was shown to
be very inefficient due to strong oscillatory behaviour
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stemming from spurious diabatic transitions occurring
between low- and high-energy states, which due to phase
cancellation at long times do not contribute to the rate
constant. Using a formalism based on linear response
theory, we have proposed a modified flux-side correla-
tion function which rigorously gives the same exact rate
in the long-time limit, regardless of the electronic cou-
pling strength, but which includes a parameter a which
can be chosen to remove the oscillations at short times.
An alternative derivation equates the formalism directly
with quantum scattering theory via the traditional flux
correlation functions.27
Non-zero values of the parameter change the nuclear
distribution function used to initialize typical trajectory
simulations such that the distribution is localized about
the crossing of the potential energy surfaces. Very large
values of a may need a longer propagation time to reach
a plateau so we recommend a medium value of a ∼ β
which would give an initial distribution of nuclear config-
urations distributed close to the crossing where the elec-
tronic states have similar energies. For complex systems,
it will not of course be possible to compute the modi-
fied flux correlation functions exactly, any more than it
is for the original form. However, the new formalism
provides a rigorous base on which to build approximate
dynamical methods, which share the benefits of being
non-oscillatory and of starting from a distribution local-
ized about the crossing point. Such methods will be more
efficient and perhaps even more accurate due to the pro-
posed modifications.
The new formalism is of particular importance for
the use of nonadiabatic RPMD40 in the weak-coupling
regime, which like all ring-polymer approaches,61 approx-
imately computes Kubo-transformed correlation func-
tions. The Kubo transform is also the most appropri-
ate form for other classical-trajectory approaches as it
shares many symmetry properties with classical corre-
lation functions.61 Further work will attempt to com-
pute the non-oscillatory flux-side correlation functions
using such approaches. However, it may also be pos-
sible to use the proposed function to improve the effi-
ciency of a wide range of other nonadiabatic dynamical
methods10,12,37 based on the symmetric correlation func-
tion at least when studying strongly biased systems.42,47
Our study of the initial distribution for trajectory sim-
ulations was based on a classical limit. Path-integral
methods could be used for example to initialize nonadia-
batic ring-polymer dynamics from Eq. (36) but further
work is required before a practical path-integral sam-
pling scheme can be implemented. We note, however,
that even without this extension, there is still a large
applicability for trajectory methods for the nonadiabatic
dynamics of classical nuclei, using for example surface-
hopping or classical mapping approaches. In fact, even
the nonadiabatic RPMD method40 with classical nuclei is
worthy of study because the introduction of ring-polymer
beads was seen not only to describe nuclear quantum ef-
fects but also to improve the electronic dynamics; i.e. it
does not reduce to the classical N = 1 mapping approach
when the ring polymers collapse in nuclear-configuration
space. There is therefore good reason to attempt to uti-
lize such methods to compute the modified flux-side cor-
relation functions proposed here.
We were also able to extract another useful develop-
ment from the non-oscillatory correlation function for-
malism, which is the derivation of an expression for a
nonadiabatic TST rate constant, exact in the golden-
rule, ∆ → 0, limit. This limit is often encountered in
electron-transfer processes in the condensed phase,18 the
simulation of which would provide many possible appli-
cations for the method. If the nuclei are considered to
be classical and are treated in the harmonic approxima-
tion, the expression reduces to the Marcus theory rate
even in the inverted regime. Further work is needed to
find a practical expression for computer simulation which
will allow the efficient computation of nonadiabatic rates
in the golden-rule limit for complex systems including
quantum-mechanical effects such as nuclear tunnelling in
proton-coupled electron transfer.79
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Appendix A: Vibronic states
We define the one- or multidimensional nuclear con-
figuration as x and the positions of all electrons in the
system as r. As these variables cover all spatial degrees of
freedom in a molecular system, we recognize the identity∫∫ |x, r〉〈x, r|dxdr = 1.
Writing the electronic (diabatic) wave functions as
φ0(r;x) and φ1(r;x) and nuclear wave functions as ψµ(x)
and ψν(x), we can define the vibronic states using
〈x, r|µ〉 = ψµ(x)φ0(r;x), 〈x, r|0〉 = 〈x|φ0(r;x),
〈x, r|ν〉 = ψν(x)φ1(r;x), 〈x, r|1〉 = 〈x|φ1(r;x).
Projections onto the electronic states give
〈0|µ〉 =
∫
|x〉ψµ(x) dx, 〈1|ν〉 =
∫
|x〉ψν(x) dx.
The coupling matrix element can therefore be defined as
〈µ|0〉 〈1|ν〉 =
∫∫
ψµ(x
′)∗ 〈x′|x〉ψν(x) dx dx′ (A1)
=
∫
ψµ(x)
∗ψν(x) dx, (A2)
which is the Franck-Condon matrix element.
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Appendix B: Wave functions of the model system
The reactant well, Eq. (23), has the form of a harmonic
oscillator with eigenstates
ψµ(x) =
(mω
pih¯
) 1
4 1√
2µµ!
e−mωx
2/2h¯Hµ
(√
mω
h¯
x
)
,
(B1)
where µ ∈ {0, 1, . . . } and Hµ are the Hermite polynomi-
als. The discrete energies are Eµ = (µ+
1
2 )h¯ω.
The product wave functions are the continuum states
of the repulsive Morse oscillator, Eq. (24), normalized in
energy space,80
ψν(x) =
√
mh¯
2pipy
(2b)−ζ
Γ( 12 − ζ)
Γ(−2ζ) W0,ζ(y), (B2)
for Eν > −, where p =
√
2m(Eν + ), b =
√
2mD/h¯α,
ζ = ip/h¯α and y = 2b exp[−α(x− x0)]. This particular
Whittaker function is related81 to a modified Bessel func-
tion of purely imaginary order, W0,ζ(y) =
√
y/piKζ(y/2),
which can be can be computed with the algorithm of
Ref. 82.
Appendix C: Adiabatic states
The adiabatic states |χ±(x)〉 are defined in the diabatic
basis as the eigenvectors of the 2×2 diabatic matrix V (x),
given by Eq. (22b). One can show83 that
〈0|χ+(x)〉 = cos θ2 〈0|χ−(x)〉 = − sin θ2
〈1|χ+(x)〉 = sin θ2 〈1|χ−(x)〉 = cos θ2
is the solution with
tan θ =
2∆
V0(x)− V1(x) . (C1)
The corresponding eigenvalues are
W±(x) =
V0(x) + V1(x)
2
± 12
√
[V0(x)− V1(x)]2 + 4∆2.
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